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Problem 1 (20 points)

The truss structure shown is supported at A by a smooth pin and at E by a smooth roller.

(a) Determine the reactions at supports A and E (5 pts.)
(b) Using the Method of Sections, determine the forces

in members BC, CG and FG, and state whether the
member is in tension or compression (10 pts.)

(c) Using the Method of Joints, determine the force
in member AB, and state whether the
member is in tension or compression (5 pts.)

Note: You have to draw all needed FBD in (a), (b) and (c) to get full credit.



Problem 2 (20 points)

Given the system of linear equations:
3x +   y - 2z = 3
4x +   y - 4z = 1
2x + 3y +  z = 2

a.  Calculate the det(A) using the method of cofactors by expanding the 3rd row. (3 pts.)
b. Calculate the Adj(A). (5 pts.)
c.  Determine A-1. (3 pts.)
d.  Use Cramer’s rule to solve for the three unknowns. (9 pts.)



Problem 3 (20 points)

A rope is attached to the top corner of a block A, passes over a fixed drum, and is attached to another
block as shown in the Figure below.
The weight of block A is 400-N and the coefficient of friction between this block and the floor is 0.30.
The coefficient of friction between the rope and the drum is 0.60.

a) Determine the maximum mass of block B for which no motion occurs.
b) Will the motion correspond to sliding or tipping of block A?



Problem 4 (20 points)

A frame ABC is supported in part by cable DBE that passes through a frictionless ring at B.
If the tension in that cable is 385N, determine the magnitude and the unit vector of the resultant of the
forces exerted by the cable at B



Problem 5 (20 points)

Collars A and B are connected by a 25-inch-long wire AB; both wires can slide freely on very long
frictionless rods.  The collars may provide forces that resist motion perpendicular to the rods they slide
on but they cannot transmit moments of any kind.  A 60-lb force Q is applied to collar B in the positive
z direction as shown.  An unknown force P, applied to collar A in the positive x direction, keeps the
system in equilibrium. The distance x = 9 inches.
a) Draw free-body diagrams for the collars A and B.  Treat

the collars as particles. (6 pts.)
b) Using the given geometry, find the distance z. (1 pt.)
c) Express the force acting on collar B due to the wire as

an unknown magnitude times a unit vector. (3 pts.)
d) Write the equations of equilibrium for collar B and use

them to find the tension in the wire. (5 pts.)
e) Write the equations of equilibrium for collar A and use them

to find the magnitude of the force P. (5 pts.)



Problem 6 (20 points)

The foundation beam AB supports the two concentrated loads shown  resting on soil that exerts a
linearly distributed upward load (in kN/m) as shown in the figure. Determine the values of and
in kN/m corresponding to equilibrium.


